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ABSTRACT

In the Hellenistic world Galatian mercenaries were extremely popular in the armies of the successor kingdoms. They were a non-aligned
ethnic mercenary element which would be loyal to its employer, the king, rather than the local community. The Ptolemaic kingdom was no
exception, hiring many ofthese mercenaries and settling them in Egypt. Once the Galatians arrived in Egypt, an effort was made to preserve
the uniqueness ofthese "barbarian" troops among the rest ofthe population. Nowhere is this distinction clearer than in the symbols used to
identify Galatians in art. The most prevalent ofthese symbols is the shield. With its distinctive boss and horizontal handle, the Celtic shield
used by the Galatians has an appearance that conveys an ethnic attachment. Greek and Egyptian shields are smaller with a different boss and
handle combination that would have made the distinction clear for a person living in Egypt at the time. In Ptolemaic Egypt the Galatian
shield became an identifying symbol ofthe Galatian mercenaries living in the kingdom, a symbol reinforced by their Greek neighbors.

INTRODUCTION

T

he difference between Galatian and Ptolemaic
armament and the use of the term "Celtic" must be
briefly explored before the central point of this paper is
addressed. The shield of the Ptolemaic infantryman was the
smaller shield used by the solider in the typical Macedonian
phalanx.' This shield was small and round with a vertical handle
and strap combination. A perfect example of this type of shield is
found on the fragments of the relief of Aemilius Paullus at
Delphi. 2 It was meant for easy use with a two-handed spear and
required a limited sized shield and specific straps. The type of
shield most commonly used by the Galatians was a larger, flat
shield with a large boss covered in iron and a horizontal handle. 3
The shape of the shield varied but generally followed a vertical
eye shape with the ends occasionally cut off. Greek audiences
would have considered these types of flat, tall shields with long
protruding bosses as foreign and unlike even the larger shields
used by their peltasts. Peltast shields were also large with long
bosses but were generally curved and wider in shape. 4 Even if the
Greeks had adopted these types of shield, there would still be a
recognizable difference between the Galatian shield and those of
the shields used in the Ptolemaic army.

One must proceed with caution when labeling a culture
"Celtic" as there is debate regarding the veracity of such
designation. 5 A better approach is to consider the designation
"Celtic" as merely a term used to describe a linguistic and
material culture grouping. 6 There was no unified culture of the
Celts. However, the term is useful for identifying the La Tene
material cultures which spread throughout the European
continent during the fifth to second centuries BCE.7 It was
linguistic and material-cultural uniqueness that differentiated the
Galatians from their Greek and Egyptian neighbors that the
Greeks displayed in many depictions of the Galatians Yet even if
this more moderate approach to the term "Celtic" is applied to
Ptolemaic Egypt, the cultural distinction still remains as there is a
definite difference between the La Tene culture and the Greek or
Egyptian cultures, in terms of material artifacts and language.
This difference was used to distinguish the Galatians from their
neighbors in Egypt and it was symbolized in their shield. Karl
Strobel makes the best use of the term when he defines the term
"Celt" as denoting a specific linguistic group without any true
unity of tribes or single entity. 8 However, to deny similar
approaches to identity, even if they are not exactly the same is
difficult to accept as there are certain cultural traits, like reliance
on druids, which are similar between regional groupings. 9
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Regardless, thc Greco-Macedonian world dearly identified thc
Galatians as a foreign element and they are categorized as such in
visual representation. The famous statues of the Pergamum
victory monument depict the Galatians with mustaches, tores
and spiked or swept back hair: precisely the Greek stereotype of
chc Cdt. 10 In sum it is simpler co give depictions of the Galatians
a label rather than debate over the modern controversy
concerning the label of"Celt".
GALATIAN MERCENARIES IN EGYPT

There has been little scholarly work focused on the Galatian
mercenaries who settled in Egypt, mainly due to lack of
evidence. 11 This article, therefore, will necessarily drnw upon
studies which focus on the main Galatian settlements in Asia
Minor. Through excavations of the fortresses of.King Dciotarus I
at Blucium and Pei um Galatian ethnic symbols and a distinctive
non-Hellenistic identity have been analyzed. 12 Traditional Celtic
symbols of power have been discovered throughout Galati,t,
indicating the Cdcic identity of the elite and the acceptance of
these Celtic symbols by those that were used by them.11 Even the
enduring quality of the Galatian language has been discussed by
Philip Freem,m, who shows that the langmtge rem,tined mainly a
Celtic dialect in Hellenized Asia Minor. 14 These cultural
elements traveled to Egypt with the Gal,tti,m mercenaries who
seeded there. As for the shield, a number of scholars have
accepted it as an identifying mark of the Galatian mercenaries.
Barry Cunliffe, for example, sees the Celtic shield as part of a
hrger ethnic material culture which can enable ,trch,teologists to
discern Celts from other cultural groups. 15 Y ct he docs not use
chc shield alone as a source of evidence and docs not consider the
role of Greeks in the production of these depictions. 16 Mark
Shchukin notes the prevalence of the Celtic shield in depictions
of Galatians among the Greek communities of the Black Sea
region but also comes to thc conclusion chat the shield was
merely an observation of Galatian material culture by the Greeks
rather than an ethnic identifier which the Greeks imposed upon
the Gal,tti,ms. 17
Greek artisans had always composed caricatures of outside
ethnic groups: 8 In the eyes of a Greek audience, these imagined
traits were common to all members of the depicted group. 1~
Greek stereo typical depictions generally depicted Persi,ms
wearing britches, native Africans with cerrnin facial fe,ttures ,md
amazons dressed for war in Scythian gcar.20 The shield of the
Galatians fits this paradigm well. It was a symbol with distinctive
characteristics that could easily be interpreted by a Greek
audience. A large shield of foreign make was a perfect symbol to
use to depict an ethnic group that was known to utilize it as a
main form of defense. It also fits into the pattern of easily
recognizable symbols of idcntiflcation of outside ethnicities
created by the Greeks.21 Another important distinction made by

thc Greeks was that between thc barbarian and the civilized
"Other". The Egyptians, for one, were viewed as a civilized
"Other" in comp,uison with the warlike Gal,tti,tns.22 Neither the
Greeks nor the Egyptians fought in the s,tme manner as the
Galatians, and the fierce reputation of these Celtic spe,tkers gave
them a warrior ethos in chc eyes of the Ptolemaic kings who
employed them. Thus the martial symbol of the shield would
have fit the Galatians well and been easily understood by those
who had witnessed these men fight.
The use of the shield to delineate "Celtic" peoples was not
new to Hellenistic discourse. After the Accolian victory after the
sack of Delphi in 279 BCE, Gaulish shields were placed on a
victOl)' monument to celebrate the destruction of these foreign
invaders.21 The tradition of identifying these people through
there shield was already a recognized discoursc in the Hellenistic
world at this time. Similar terracotta figurines as those that will
be discussed in this paper, were found in a variety of H ellenistic
are,ts from Pergamum to Italy, all carrying the same G,rnlish rype
shield.'" Ag,tin a widespread acceptance of the shield in
identifying a Cele was found trough out the Hellenistic world.
This trend also fits in the discourse of controlling or opposing th e
Galatians and Gauls. Hellenistic kings made themselves appear as
the saviors of the Greek world by defe,tting Gal,ttims in b,tttle;
however they also took p,tins to show their abiliry to control
Galatians serving in their armies. 2 5 Kistler brings this comparison
to E!:,')'pt in his analysis of the integration of the Galatian
mercenaries in Ptolemaic Egypt, and shows the Ptolemaic system
of symbolic identification used to maintain Galatian identity by
the kings. 26 Even though the symbol of the shield is repeatedly
found in the material evidence, this discussion docs not include
the prime role of the Galatian shield in the imposed symbol of
these mercenaries. The Ptolemaic kings desired to maintain this
identity for ,t distinction with a people who would eventually
Hellenize and not remain easily distinguishable from other
ckruchs.
Galatian mercenaries had a long histo11 in Ptolemaic Egypt.
Ptolemy ll Philadelphos was the first to invite the Galatians into
Egypt ,ts mercenaries, m,tinly to help combat his Seleucid rivals
Antiochus I and Antiochus II. 27 This first group eventually
rebelled and was trapped on the Elephantine Island on the Nile
where they starved to de,tth.28 However, Ptolemy II soon hired
more mercenaries, who settled ,ts cleruchs in main population
centers. After this, no more were hired. 2 9 Thus in the rem,tining
periods when Galatian mcn.:cnarics were used by the Ptolemies,
the sources such as Plutarch and Polybius refer to these settled
Galatians who had maintained a Galatian label imposed by the
Ptolemaic kings. During the war with Antiochus III in 217 BCE,
Ptolemy IV used Galatian mercenaries, who had settled as
cleruchs, to secure his victory u the battle of Raphia. 10 In the
early second century BCE these mcn.:cnarics were used to
suppress a native revolt in Thebes.\! Cleopatra Vil, in the first
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century BCE, is described as having been escorted by a Galatian
bodyguard. 12 There is thus a long tradition of service to the
Ptolemaic kings throughout which the Galatians were given
enough of a separate identity by the Ptolemaic kings as for it to be
recorded by the ancient sources. Although these sources are
sparse, chcy occur over two centuries and reveal a tradition of
labeling these ckruchs in Egypt.
GALATIAN lDENTffY lN EGYPT

The actual presence ,md long term use of Galacian
mercerntries in Egypt has never been in question. However, no
one has am:mptcd to address the culrnral complexity created by
having foreign Celtic mercenaries serving a Hellenistic king in
Egypt. Galacian ethnic distinctions appear to have been very
strong and were seemingly important not only to the Gal,tti,ms
themselves buc also to outside observers of their culrnrc.33
Additionally, Hellenistic kings tended to settle foreign
mercenaries in a segregated fashion to reduce tensions and ensure
the reliance of che mercenary community on che king.14 As stated
earlier, the persistence ofGalacian culture even when surrounded
by Greek neighbors is confirmed in many parts of chc
Mediterranean basin. This might suggest chat Galacian selfidentity was so strong that the Greeks came to understand and
accept the Galatians as a distinct cultural group. A Greek
inscription from Thebes dating to the second century BCE gives
che names of four men who identify themselves as Galacians.35
\'Vhilc the inscription is in Greek, and the names arc Greek, chc
men make a point of identifying themselves as Galatians. On a
vase found at Hadra near Alexandria the name A))lwptyo~ is
inscribed. Freeman identifies this ,ts a name "with the common
Celtic stem -pty".:\ii The inscription is thus an example of chc
continued use of the Galatian lai1b•uagc in Eb,ypt: even up to chc
Roman annexation of Egypt as a province the Galatians were a
distinct group in Egypt by the definition of the kings who
maintained the label. As stated above, Josephus mentions chat
Cleopatra VII had a personal b'Uard of Galatiai1 mcrccnarics. 37
Her use of these mercenaries in a parade setting reinforces the
idea chat these men were a symbol of the prestige of Cleopatra. 18
Stephen Mitchell does state, with excellent evidence, ch,tt this
form of mercenary prestige display was common in chc
Hellenistic world.w In every piece of evidence for Galatians in
Egypt, one thing remains consistently clear: chat the Galatians
were considered distinct from the ruling Greek population of
Egypt for generations.40
Ethnic separation, therefore, is not in doubt; but just who
enforced the separation is. Perhaps surprisingly, the impetus co
draw a sharp distinction docs not appear to have originated from
the Galatians themselves. Instead, the symbolic ethnic identity of
Gal,tcian appears to have been conceived of by their Greek
neighbors. This imposition of identity appears in the form of the

Celtic shield. The Celtic shield has a number of distinctive
characteristics chat are easily identifiable, which would have made
it a good symbol to use. Made of interlaced wooden strips with a
wooden midrib covered in iron, the front face of the Celtic shield
had a distinctive long vertical shield boss.4 1 The h ,mdle
underneath chc shield boss was horizontal, rather than chc typical
Greek vertical confib'llration, and would have given the warrior
holding the shield a distinct profile.12 A shield found at Kasr EIHarit in the Fayum has precisely these characteristics.4 l Although
some believe chat chis shield, dated co 160 BCE, is a Rom,tn

scutu-m, most scholars argue chat the shield is Celtic especially
since the shield is dated to 160 BCE which predates any
significant Roman presence in Egypt-1'1 If so then it is a physical
example of a likely symbolic identifier. Greeks and Egyptians
would have seen Galatians favoring chis type of shield and may
have adopted it as a signpost co easily identify chis foreign group
of mercenaries in artistic representations.
Evidence of just this kind of symbolism is found in many
artistic depictions of Galatians from Egypt. A terracotta warrior
from the third century BCE, now at the British Museum, which
was pare of a larger collection of different ethnic mercenaries
under the employ of the Ptolemaic kings, is depicted in the
stereotypical fashion: he is naked with swept back hair, a
drooping mustache, a sword and a Celtic shield.;; The shield on
this figurine is the ch,tracteristic Celtic shield. It is also the most
prominent piece of equipment on the figurine. Another figurine
from Naucracis in chc Nile Delta, dating between the third and
second centuries BCE, only has the shield remaining, but th e
shield is the same type as the one found on the full figurine.;"
Boch pieces have a shield with the vertical shield boss and oblong
shape typical of the Celtic shield.47 Anyone who viewed these
fib11.1rincs in Eb'YPt during chc Ptolemaic period would
immediately have identified the soldier's and their equipment as
Galacian. The two shields of these different figurines only differ
in a few superficial decorations. The shield of the complete
warrior is relatively undecorated while the incomplete shield has
a cress bar at the middle boss section of the shield.'18 Similarity in
design, especially when it comes to identifying symbols, indicate a
method of distinction to an audience chat might not be literate.
The complete terracotta fib'llrinc is usually paired with a figurine
of an African mercenary since they arc believed to be part of a
larger set chat no longer exists.'19 Just as with the Galacian
mercenary, the African mercenary is depicted with certain
stereotypical identifying marks: he has a distinctive hairstyle,
equipment and dress. He is being ethnically identified by
distinctive markings just as the Galacian is being identified.
Coinage also shows the use of the ethnic symbolic identifiers
by Greeks. A series of coins issued by Ptolemy II Philadelphos in
the Third century BCE features an eagle standing over ,l Galati,rn
shield (Figure l ).'0 The message of such a symbolic statement
here might be the control of the Ptolemaic monarch over his
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Figure 1: Ptolemaic Coins Containing Galatian Shields, J.N. Svoronos, T,1 Nomismata tou Kratous ton

Ptolemaion (Acl1cns: Sakdlarios, 1904), Plate XII.

Galatian mercenaries, especially after the rebellion of chc first
group of mercenaries hired starting in 274 BCE. 51 The coin
would thus act as a message to his other subjects, Greeks and
Egyptians, in particuhr stating his power :md prestige. 52
Although the minter of the coins is in doubt, the ethnic image is
not.53 Either of chc cwo possible minters would assume that his
audience would understand the ethnic relation of the shield to
the Galatians. Coinage, with its heavily symbolic message, needs
simple and easily interpreted images to successfully rely its
message. The Galacian shield muse be one of chose images. A wide
audience of traders, mercenaries, tax collectors and ambassadors
would view these coins and need to understand the imagery for
the propaganda to be successful. There must be a universal
understanding that is assumed by the minter of the coins.
Ptolemy controls the Galatians and controls the violence that the
Galatians can unleash. A chreac of state controlled physical

damage was implied in this coin and the threat was only
successful if the symbol of the Galatian shield was linked to th e
military use of a people who did not have local cultural ties to the
native population. The foreignness of the Gal:ui:ms was crucial
for the success of the message as well as the violence connected
with Galatian identity. l3oth chemcs arc contained in chc symbol
of the shield and the violence connected to this symbol.
There are some examples of Galatian self-representation in
Egypt. These provide varied depictions of Galatians which differ
from those created by Greeks and others. The necropolis at
Hadra near Alexandria contains three examples of Galatian
funeral stelae dated to the later third century BCE. All three
monuments clearly state that the men depicted are Galatians and
all three men wear blue cloaks. 54 Only one of these men rnrries
weapons, including a shield.55 The other nvo monuments show
scenes of chc men with chcir children and wives.So Of Special
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interest here is the blue cloak, which is not found in any other
depiction of Galatians in Egypt. In the initial analysis of these
monuments, it was assumed chat the blue cloak was another
ethnic signifier for Galatians.57 Since no other image of the blue
cloak remains it is hard to judge how widespread chis symhol was,
hue it docs appear to have been the case that in Habra, at least,
chc blue cloak was used by Galatians to distinguish themselves
from their neighbors. Additionally, it is important to remember
chat these stehe are Gahtian self-representations ,md not Greek
or Egyptian. It could be th,tt the blue cloak represents an attempt
by Galatians to exert their own symbolic alongside the shield used
by their Greek and Egyptian neighbors to identify them. As it
happens, the most distinctive item in these monuments is the
hrge shield of Galacian type. Even after generations in Egypt the
shield was still pare of the ethnic identity of chc Galatian
mercenaries. It is perhaps noc so odd; therefore that just as in chc
inscription at Thebes, the language on the scelae at Habra is
Greek and not a Celtic dialect.58 Also as in the inscription at
Thehes, the men who commissioned the Habra srelae took p,tins
co state that they were Galacian.59 It appears chat, although these
settled mercenaries adopted had the Greek language, they still
identified themselves as Galatians. In so doing, they effectively
conformed to the separation imposed by the Greeks via the shield
symhol.
The possibility char the Galacian shield coin,tge w,ts widely
used implies the possibility chat its symbols were interpreted and
understood over a broad geographic area. Ian Morris has argued
for an interconnected Mediterranean throughout out the
Hellenistic and Roman period in which, despite the prevalence of
a "Mediterranean" culture, broadly defined, local institutions
continued to mattcr.60 Symbolic identities could travel in chis
interconnected world and often did so reinforced by the agendas
of the Hellenistic states. Thus Greek stereotypes ,thour the
Gahrians could have not only been rrntincained bur also
expanded in scopc.61 As it happens, Galatiar1 symbols outside of
Egypt conform to a general Celtic pattern of elite warrior
identity. The sword, tore and horse are the most important
symbols of a Celtic warrior. In the comh of Deiot,trus II built
around 43-41 BC in Galatia various prestige goods were
excavated including a golden torc. 62 No shield or image of a shield
was discovered at the site. Deiotarus II was a king, a leader of
warriors in Celtic society, the fact chat the shield does not appear
as a symhol of his power or identity is significant. 63 In her
excellent survey of Celtic symbols, Miranda Green states that the
main imagery in use by the Celtic elite warriors was the tore and
horse.6'1 For his part, Radomir Pleiner emphasizes the role of the
sword in Celtic iconography.65 The sword and its production
defined the elite warrior ,rnd separated him from ocher members
of Celtic society.61; The care of construction and the importance
for the elite made chis a more palatable native ethnic symbol than
the shield. The precious metal included in the making of the

sword as well as fine decoration makes it stand out as a prestige
item. The sword, not the shield, was privileged as an elite item
and great attention w,ts given to its proper use and display. The
Galatians followed chis use of imagery common to ocher Celtic
groups. Ar the tombs in Trocmian territory, in north central
Anatolia, there arc traditional Celtic versions of fibulae, spear
tips ar1d swords and the inhumation style of burial is similar to
chat in the La Tene burials on the European continenc.67 The
traditional burials in parts of Galatia also point to the use of
traditional Celtic symbols, which ,tgain do not include the shield.
To be fair, there arc instar1ees in Celtic iconography where
shields are employed in warrior-related symbols, but these are
always employed as parts of an elite military assemblage. From th e
early Lt Tene site at Glauberg there are statues of elite warriors
holding shiclds.'ili The shields arc pare of an assemblage of elite
objects in each case. Each statue at Glaubcrg holding a shield also
has a tore with pendants attached, arm and wrist bracelets, a
cuirass and what appears to he a leaf crown. 69 Clearly, many
components made up the arraignment of an elite warrior and the
shield was only a pare, muil(c the sword or core which carried
more prestige as individual items.70 It seems clear that the shield
was not any ethnic identifier created by a Celtic group to serve as
a general statement ahout ethnic identity manner. One might
suggest char a shield is a degrad,thle item and thus Celtic shields
would h,tve left less of ,m archaeological footprint than ocher
grave goods. However, many Celtic shield bosses have been
recovered and there are a number of depictions of shields in
Celtic art. 71 In most of these cases the shield is inconsistent in
representation and employment.72 This inconsistency, coupled
with the various ocher clements Celtic ethnic expression on view
in the material cultural remains, further suggests that the
Galatian shield in Egypt was an imposed ethnic symbol created
by a people who wanted to view the Galarian mercenaries as
Celtic w,trriors.
One final example will further bear chis out. In Carnarina,
Sicily, a stone relief of a Celtic shield was discovered suggesting
the presence of Galatian mercenaries who lived as soldiers in th e
Greek colony. 7 l Camarin,t w,ts not a p,trt of the Ptolemaic
kingdom, buc as in Hellenistic E1:,rypc, the Galatians of Camarina
were living arnongst a non-Celtic majority and were thus
identified by that majority in a manner chosen by that majority:
the shield. The relief from Camarina could indirnte use of the
shield as a symbol over a hrmtd geographic expanse, but
unfortunately there is licclc evidence upon which co base such an
argument. Notably, Andre Rapin states chat the shield also
appears at Encremont and in the Ligurian areas of southern
France and northern Italy, bur these additional attestations do
not necessarily indicate a wide use of rhe symbol.74 Ir is import.mt
to note, however, char Encremont and the Ligurian areas were
locations of Celtic interaction with other culcurcs. There is thus
the possibility chat in these areas we find another instance of
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imposed symbolism, but again, there is little evidence to support
such a claim. Only in Egypt does enough evidence exist to
support the concept of imposed identity.
CONCLUSION

In E 6rypt we sec dear symbolic identification of Galatian
mercenaries by their Greek and Egyptian neighbors. The Celtic
shield was used to symbolically identify this w,urior people.
Whether such ,t system of imposed identification w,ts ever

employed outside of Eh'YPt to designate Galatians is unclear; any
further study should naturally remain focused on areas which the
Galatians were known to inhabit. The case of symbolically
enforcing ethnic identification in Ptolemaic Egypt was ,tn
interesting vismtl method of demographic enforcement.
Galatians were important for the prestige of che Ptolemaic king,
then.Jore their uniqueness needed to be maintained. Use of th e
Galatian shield was a good means of achieving this goal and
continuing the separ,ttion of the royal family's specialized
warriors.
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